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Ex-NFL Player Who Called for Jailing Vaccine Resisters
Dies Suddenly

AP Images
Uche Nwaneri

There has been much talk about Buffalo Bills
safety Damar Hamlin’s dramatic on-field
collapse Monday night of a probable heart
attack — at the tender age of 24. But he
wasn’t the only NFL figure who just recently
experienced what is likely an odd cardiac
event. Another one occurred just three days
before, when former Jacksonville Jaguars
offensive lineman Uche Nwaneri, 38, died of
what has been described as probable “acute
heart failure.”

But while Hamlin’s misfortune made news
because he collapsed in the middle of a
football game, Nwaneri’s passing raised
eyebrows for a different reason:

He’d previously called for the jailing of people who refuse the Covid gene-modification agents (GMAs,
aka “vaccines”).

As NBC reports:

Former Jacksonville Jaguars offensive guard Uchechukwu “Uche” Nwaneri, who grew up in
and went to high school in North Texas and was briefly signed to the Dallas Cowboys, died
Dec. 30, 2022, after collapsing in his wife’s home. He was 38.

According to a report in the Lafayette Journal & Courier, Nwaneri was at his wife’s home in
West Lafayette, Indiana when she found him unresponsive in a bedroom at about 1 a.m.

The J&C, citing the Tippecanoe County Coroner, said preliminary results indicate Nwaneri
possibly died of a heart attack, pending toxicology results. An autopsy showed no signs of
foul play.

Of course, whenever there is another “died suddenly” story, those opposed to the GMAs will suspect
that the drugs were the culprit while the mainstream media will brand such assertions “conspiracy
theories.” In fairness, too, we don’t actually know that Hamlin’s and Nwaneri’s problems were caused
by the GMAs.

Many also point out that we don’t even know that they had the Covid shots. Yet it’s a given that
Nwaneri did, and virtually certain Hamlin did as well.

Note here that as of October 2021 already, 94.1 percent of NFL players had taken the GMAs, according
to a press release issued by the league itself. What’s more, we can be sure Nwaneri took the shot
because of his aggressive GMA advocacy.

As LifeSite reports, “During the COVID-19 pandemic, Nwaneri advocated for vaccine mandates,
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exaggerating the danger of COVID-19 for children and suggesting that those who refused the shots
should be thrown in jail” (relevant tweet below).

Ok so lets get these vaccine mandates and Vaccine passports up and running ASAP. We
seeing children DIE daily from the unvaccinated selfishness. Pregnant women at risk too.
PROTECT LIFE. MANDATE THE VACCINE. Jail anyone who refuses, to protect LIFE

— Uche Nwaneri The Observant Lineman♎ #Snydercut (@Chukwu77) September 1, 2021

The ex-athlete also criticized people who used the Left’s own pro-abortion-activism words against it
when combating Covid mandates (tweet below).

It's crazy to me a bunch of men literally tell a woman what she cant and cant do with her
own body, yet you ask them same MFers to put a mask on and they literally say, "My body,
my choice." The irony is beyond anything I ever seen.

— Uche Nwaneri The Observant Lineman♎ #Snydercut (@Chukwu77) September 1, 2021

Of course, Nwaneri had it backwards. Prenatal infanticide involves the killing of a body within a body,
the murder of a separate human person who temporarily must live within another human person, his
mother. That’s fact — and science. Mask (and GMA) mandates, in contrast, actually do involve telling
someone what he must do with his body and are, do note, contrary to science.

More of Nwaneri’s political/social ideas can be found here.

Not surprisingly, the ex-football player isn’t the first person to criticize the un-jabbed and then
experience a sudden, unexpected death. Another, even more striking case was that of prominent New
Brunswick, Canada, cardiologist Dr. Sohrab Lutchmedial, who died just two weeks after his third GMA
injection. In fact, after advertising his shot status, he wrote in 2021 regarding people whose refusal of
the GMAs is for allegedly “selfish” reasons, “I won’t cry at their funeral.”

As for Nwaneri, his “death is the latest in an alarming trend of sudden deaths among athletes,
coinciding with the rollout of the Covid vaccines and raising suspicion that the shots led to heart failure
among young athletes,” LifeSite also tells us. “In April 2022, Dr. Joseph Mercola pointed out that over
700 athletes ‘collapsed on the field during a game from March 2021 to March 2022.’ The average age of
those who experienced heart-related trauma was 23.”

What’s more, 1,500 athletes in European sports leagues have experienced cardiac arrest since the
GMAs’ introduction, according to a recent report. Prior to the GMA imposition, this figure was only 29 a
year.

Nonetheless, the powers-that-be have their story — and they’re sticking to it. In fact, the “World Health
Organization” (a misnomer if ever there were one) is trying to ensure that even when unexpected and
anomalous deaths are caused by the GMAs, no one can talk about it.

As the WHO put it via a mid-December video (below) it disseminated, “Anti-vaccine activism” is in
reality “anti-science aggression” and is a greater threat than “gun violence, global terrorism, [or]
nuclear proliferation.”

“Anti-vaccine activism, which I actually call anti-science aggression, has now become a
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major killing force globally."
– @PeterHotez, Professor and Dean @BCM_TropMed, on the devastating impact of
#misinformation and disinformation. pic.twitter.com/ZluiMGJ2gX

— World Health Organization (WHO) (@WHO) December 14, 2022

Not only that, but this “aggression” requires “political solutions,” too, the video presentation concludes.
So mind your tongue, subject.

The good news is that while the pseudo-elites present a united front of deception, the propaganda isn’t
entirely working. After all, a recent poll did show that almost half of American adults believe the Covid
shots are, in all likelihood, killing people.
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